Phenotypical enrichment strategies for microarray data analysis applied in a type II diabetes study.
Combining results from gene microarrays, clinical chemistry, and quantitative tissue histomorphology in an integrated bioinformatics setting enables prioritization of gene families as well as individual genes in a type II diabetes animal study. This new methodology takes advantage of a time-controlled mouse study as the animals progress from a normal phenotype to that of type II diabetes. Profiles from different levels of the biological hierarchy of unpooled entities provide an encompassing, system-wide view of biological changes. Here, phenotypic changes on the tissue-structural and physiological level are used as statistical covariants to enrich the gene expression analysis, suggesting correlative processes between gene expression and phenotype unlocked by multi-sample comparisons. We apply correlative and gene set enrichment procedures and compare the results to differential analysis to identify molecular markers. Evaluation based on ontological classifications proves changes in prioritization of disease-related genes that would have been overlooked by conventional gene expression analyses strategies.